
Deprcon warning 16/11/20: The US Presidential election 

Summary: 

• We have received a disturbing amount of information pointing to a voter fraud in the 

U.S. Presidential elections. 

• The information is in the form of statistical anomalies and also affidavits by witnesses 

stating that a large number of postal ballots were delivered to polling stations after 

they were closed. 

• Wide-spread voter fraud thus looks possible, and could have serious and unforeseen 

economic and political ramifications across the Western World. 

Since U.S. election day on November 3rd, we have been receiving data and information from 

American sources regarding statistical anomalies about voting in key battleground states.  

Statistical anomalies include VIce-President Joe Biden receiving 100% of votes—especially 

late-arrival postal ballots—in several counties in decisive States. From a statistical point of 

view, there might be a few such occasions spread across the entirety of the U.S., but the fact 

that, according to the information we have received, such events have been concentrated on 

the battleground states is unlikely to the point of statistical impossibility. 

The number of witness statements concerning vote counting in secret after the counting had 

officially stopped, and late-night deliveries of postal ballots in the range of tens or even 

hundreds of thousands, have also reached disturbing levels based on the information we've 

received. Information is mostly from private sources we consider trustworthy.  

This is why we are announcing an exceptional warning about the possibility of wide-spread 

voter fraud favoring V.P. Biden. We are not saying that this has happened, but based on the 

evidence we've seen, we must acknowledge the possibility of it.  

The evidence we have seen is actually so compelling that even if, for some reason, courts do 

not act upon it, it may still convince a great number of supporters of President Trump that 

real voter-fraud has taken place.  This greatly increases the likelihood of serious division and 

even armed violence along the deep political fault lines in the U.S. 

Alas, we urge our customers to be prepared for serious turbulence both in the financial 

markets and in the U.S. political landscape in coming weeks. The most extreme option, the 

outbreak of a civil war, as improbable as that may sound, unfortunately cannot be completely 

ruled out. 

Godspeed! 

 


